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6G Internet’s Technology

6G internet’s Air Fibre is a forward thinking wireless 
communications solution built using technology pioneered 
by the military to communicate with unmanned aerial 
vehicles for critical missions during severe conditions. Now 
refocused and available for businesses, 6G internet offers 
faster, secure and cost-effective business broadband.

Cutting edge technology
6G internet uses a combination of the latest in radio and 
fibre optic technologies. We deliver the internet through 
the air via line-of-sight point-to-point, which means we 
don’t have to rely on copper cables or limit our speeds on 
how far your business is away from the exchange.

Superfast wireless broadband providing speeds from 10Mbps to 10Gbps*

* Dependant on package

You choose your speed!
6G internet’s Air Fibre is a completely different, future-
proof wireless solution which allows you to choose your 
speed and not put up with what’s available in the area. 
6G internet  offers fast, secure and cost-effective business 
broadband that puts you in control of the speed you 
receive based on your package. 

Fast deployment
With 6G internet, gone are the days where you had to wait 
for providers to dig up roads. We aim to have you up and 
running in days from ordering.



How does 6G internet compare with traditional broadband?

Traditional Broadband

Legacy telephone wiring pushes shared broadband on a longer, 
less direct journey resulting in slower speeds and less stability. 
Off-net sites often see roads being dug up.

Because 6G internet bypasses diverted journeys through wires and exchanges, our speeds are highly competitive. 
You get the speed and service you want.

6G Internet

Super fast and secure next generation internet sent over ground 
through the air direct to users via point-to-point, bypassing 
diverted journeys through copper wires and traditional exchanges. 
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6G internet has the benefit of building a brand new network so we do not suffer from any of the legacy issues.



Why Connect with 6G Internet

Customers can have whatever speed and capacity they want* they 
are no longer restricted by a provider’s infrastructure or how far 
they are from the exchange.

Since the signals are transmitted through the air, there is no 
question of the quality of material used such as the quality of 
copper wire. This is irrelevant with radio technology.

The installation is quick, hassle-free and the service is flexible 
meaning you can easily upgrade your speed up to 10Gbps! 6G 
internet packages are completely scalable with guaranteed QOS 
to suit various business needs.

Give your business the competitive Advantage that it deserves. 

6G internet provides you with a complete communications 
solution. All sizes of business, whether big or small, can benefit 
from our communications system. We cater for basic internet and 
phone line packages to complete office networks, all delivered 
with great speed and efficiency.

We have invested heavily in the installation of a high speed network. 
If you are in a poor connectivity area we can provide high speed 
internet through our point-to-point radio network. 

Furthermore, we can quickly connect businesses to our network, 
without relying on local infrastructure and underground cabling.



GROW 
YOUR 
BUSINESS 
WITH 6G  

6G is delivering reliable, high quality superfast internet connections 
to business across the UK. 

With 6G you can increase your bandwidth as your business grows, 
and embrace cloud communication like never before.
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